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Marketers are taking a fresh look at how they pay media agencies  
because the landscape is shifting rapidly—and technology is enabling  
us to demonstrate clearer results, so we’re more accountable.
 

In a recent survey by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA), 25% of respondents  
reported being “very satisfied” with their current agency compensation method. Among  
respondents who were considering changing their approach, more than 40% said that simpler 
administration was the reason for making the switch.  
 

There are three basic ways agencies charge clients for their services:

1 2 3FEE 
A client pays for the  
agency’s time to plan, buy,  
and place the media.

COMMISSION 
A client pays the agency  
based on the percent of  
media buying budget.

PAY-PER-PERFORMANCE 
A client pays the agency  
based on prearranged  
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),  
a structure that encourages  
client growth and success.
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FEE

Within the last few years, the Fee model has been most popular because it encourages media agencies to be 
media-neutral in their recommendations. Neutrality is an important consideration because some media may 
cost more to buy, but require less time to place. 

Within the Fee model, there are three basic structure options: 

The Fee model raises some valid questions. Are agencies more productive on a fee structure? (After all, they’re 
being paid for their time.) What incentive is there for agencies to work efficiently? Will they incorporate new 
technology and systems that speed up their work process, or do they lose money because manpower has  
been reduced?

With all of those questions in mind, it’s important for clients to expect productivity reporting from their  
agencies to hold them accountable—and to make sure their agency partner is making a continual effort to  
improve on their processes. 

 

COMMISSION

The Commission structure is back in vogue because it incorporates media costs into the structure of the  
media buy. Clients pay for what they buy, leaving the agency to manage their own resources as needed.  
This encourages the agency to use the latest/greatest technology to achieve a more efficient buying process.

Just the same, some media are clearly more efficient to buy than others. The shift to digital tactics has made  
commission-based compensation increasingly difficult for agencies to manage. The “set it and forget it”  
approach of traditional media doesn’t apply to digital campaigns. They require ongoing optimization and  
more complex reporting. So, digital campaigns don’t always fit well with commission structures.

1

2

LABOR BASED FIXED FEE HOURLY RATE

 Based on the value of the  
scope of work and contribution  
of the agency.

 Often used for project work (e.g., graphic  
design or content development). Rates  
are formulated with hourly labor cost,  
overhead, and profit margins all in mind.

 Based on the cost of manpower 
required to deliver a scope  
of work.

(continued)
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PAY-PER-PERFORMANCE

In a 2010 ANA study, 47% of survey respondents reported using some form of performance incentive in  
their agency compensation structure. The model encourages the agency and the client to work toward 
agreed-upon goals. 

This model works well when growth is measurable, based on the services the agency is providing. But there  
are many cases in which other factors affect performance—and those factors can’t be controlled by media 
placement alone.

ALL OF THE ABOVE

In addition to these three basic compensation models, there are many hybrids that combine elements of  
each. One popular example is a fee based on media planning work with an associated discounted commission 
for the buying.

3

Note: * 2010 ANA Study

MODEL ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Fee (75% of all  
agency models*)

 Agreed upon rate for work

 Media neutral buying style

 Allows agencies to cover all  
aspects of paid, earned, and 
owned media

 Does not always encourage 
process efficiencies

Commission  Agency is responsible for time 
and effort put into a buy

 Efficiency is encouraged

 Media biased

 Does not cover integrated  
paid, earned, and owned  
campaigns well

Pay-per-Performance  Incents Agency and Client to 
meet customer and client key 
performance objectives

 Many factors play into  
performance, many of which 
cannot be controlled by a  
media buy 
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR

When you’re negotiating compensation with a  
media agency, there are a few goals to keep in 
mind, no matter which model you choose.

 Establish clear goals and objectives upfront

 Align advertiser and agency interests  
and priorities

 Set up an agreement on key compensation  
definitions and terms 

 Match compensation with the resources  
required to do the work

 Make it easy to understand and administer 

 Be sure it’s fair and equitable for both  
advertiser and agency

OTHER COST CONSIDERATIONS

Compensation is just one element in cost  
efficiencies. The lowest commission or fee doesn’t 
translate to the best value. Examine how well  
the agency negotiates on your behalf. Are they  
following up on missed ads/make goods? Are 
they staying on top of trends and sharing what  
they’ve learned? 

The bottom line: look for a partner rather  
than a vendor. 

IN CLOSING: When you’re developing a compensation model with your media partner, there are  
three vital things you should expect:

TRUST. 
Agencies and clients are in this 
together. When one does well, so 
will the other. Lowest price does 
not always mean the best value.

CUSTOM TAILORING. 
You deserve a campaign designed 
around your unique needs. Just 
because everyone is going one 
way, does not make the model the 
right way.

SIMPLICITY AND TRANSPARENCY. 
Compensation doesn’t have to be 
complicated. The more agencies 
and clients work together in a 
spirit of fairness, the better the 
outcomes.



About Butler/Till

Amanda DeVito
Vice President of Engagement

We are a media and communication agency that delivers progressive ideas for  
engaging audiences across multiple platforms, channels, and media. We dream  
it up, build it, execute it, measure it, and continually improve it.

 We’d love to start a conversation with you. Actually, Amanda would – to be more exact.

 585.274.5160

 adevito@butlertill.com

 linkedin.com/in/amandadevito

 @amandadevito


